
television for absolute beginners
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this is ducktv
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ducktv broadcast schedule

100% edutainment content

12-min blocks of continuous entertainment

6 thematic categories with their own colors and icons displayed in 

the upper right corner next to ducktv logo

jingles featuring kids & animated logo shown between the blocks

each category has its own color and icon for better 

identification on the channel
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ducktv broadcast schedule – categories
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Thematic categories

• Let’s move includes episodes all about sports, physical exercises 
and outdoor adventures. This section promotes movement and 
motor skills, and helps kids develop basic coordination and a 
sense of rhythm through exercising.

• ducktv favorites are the most popular shows, representing 
different areas of learning. Just to name a few, the series Mimo 
& Bobo develops social skills, Fireteam fosters problem-solving, 
while Shaping Up promotes shape & color identification.

• Learn with ducktv has shows with a strong educational aspect. 
The episodes of this category teach first concepts, music and art, 
stimulate imagination and creativity, and develop cognitive skills.
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Thematic categories

• Seasons with ducktv highlights episodes from the diverse 
number of series promoting seasonal activities, reinforces the 
identification of seasonal characteristics and teaches about the 
cycles of nature.

• Bedtime stories helps your child calm down and get ready 
for bedtime. Soft colors and music, tranquil pacing and the 
presentation of perfect bedtime routines are all about creating 
a calm atmosphere in preparation for bed.

• Sleep tight includes ducktv’s nighttime programming that is 
designed to soothe waking babies and help put them back to 
sleep. Calming visuals and soft music relax the babies and let 
them drift into a peaceful sleep.
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New series on ducktv

• Cubie - Cubie is a builder who always has great ideas for new 
buildings. His friends, the playful, jolly cubes, are also very 
imaginative. Sometimes these cubes need help and the 
watchful Cubie is always close at hand. 

• Planet Jumpers – is a series set in the future, in space. 
Through the everyday life of the siblings, Luna and Lou, kids 
get to know very unusual planets like the ice-cream planet,  
and funky futuristic objects while developing their 
socialization skills.
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